How we can stop youth violence? Experience? causes and reasons?

Now a day 40% of crimes committed are by juvenile delinquences there are many reasons for this violence but the main three reasons are the media, neighborhood violence, and school failure. There are many reasons for this to stop and how to make it stop.

The first cause of youth violence is the media. The things children hear and see on tv. If the child frequently watches movies and plays video games with violence their behavior is to be affected. A way to solve this problem is by making your child go outside and not be stuck in the house all day just playing video games and watching tv.

The second cause is because of neighborhood violence. If children frequently witness violent crimes they are more likely to copy the behavior. The way to stop this is to make your child feel safe in there neighborhood and to go over the penuties and consequences of committing crimes like that. Such as jail or in there case juvi. And they will also start feeling at school following into my next cause which is..

School failure. Kids that don't do so well in school more likely have been drivin into peer pressure and that means there grades will start droping and that will cause them to lash out and act aggressively or violently. A way to stop this is to talk to your child and make sure they get the lesson and if not you can help them.

The three causes that can become of youth violence are poverty, media violence, and academic failure. Poverty is the state or condition of having little or no money, goods, or means of support condition of being poor. But poverty stricken neighborhoods may cause many kids to outburst in a very aggressive ways. Number two is media violence by watching violent or experiencing it at home may cause a child to have violent thoughts and outbursts. And finally academic failure. When understanding student academic cordination there is a drop when the child is at the moment facing problems with youth violence. Which in speaking there is not only a problem the child's behavior, but also in his or her grades. The
cause is that when the child is invaded with such cruelty that they dont know what to do so they give up without trying and stop caring about there future. These are the causes of youth violence.

To conclude my essay my experience of youth violence and how i can see violence with my own eyes. In the world everyone has a memory even if you can\’t see, hear, smell, touch, taste, even if you dont have good memory you can still remember. some people embrace the fact that we have the ability to remember things. But some would to love to forget. To forget the horrible and terrible memories. The experience i have had with youth violence is when I was four years old my uncle and my dad got into a fight and not just arguing fight, no one that if you got in the middle of it you would winde up dead. so this fight wasn\'t just verbal it was pyshical. Everyone was now outfront watching the fight and i was upstairs in my house by myself. but what my mom and dad didnt know was that i was watching the whole thing out my window. i watched the whole thing. i remember hearing the sirens of the ambulance and cop cars. I know many people can relate to my story and i can to realate to theres. that is things about the world everyone has different experiences. some can relate while others have different stories that many others can be familiar with. we all have feelings and emotions. that i what makes different. some peole have different emotions about things they see everyday. we all have different point of views on things in the world. not just one thing various things. this is how i can relate to youth violence.